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POINT OF VIEW

By Steve Towns / Editor

Time for a Good Story

T

hat unusual sensation you’re feeling
may be optimism. Let me explain:
After years of recession, state and
local economies are on the mend.
Last month Government Technology, along
with e.Republic’s Center for Digital Government and the industry group TechAmerica,
held the Beyond the Beltway conference in
Virginia. The meeting is our annual briefing on the condition of the state and local
government IT market. This year, the news
wasn’t so bad.
My colleagues from e.Republic’s research and analysis division put some
numbers around the upward trend.
State tax collections are projected to
grow by 6 percent this year and 7 percent in 2014, they said. And this year,
42 states enacted higher general fund
spending compared with 2012.
For state and local CIOs, this means
the purse strings may be a bit looser than
they’ve been in quite a while. On the other
hand, there’ll be plenty of competition for
that new money, since programs across
state and local government have pent-up
demands after years of tight revenue.
“Lots of needs have been put on hold,”
Todd Sander, executive director of the Center for Digital Government, told attendees.
“IT leaders will need to tell a better story if
they are going to get some of the dollars.”
Now is a great time for CIOs to sharpen
their powers of persuasion. The need for

RAISE YOUR

VOICE
Your opinions matter to
us. Send comments about
this issue to the editors at
editorial@govtech.com.
Publication is solely at the
discretion of the editors.
Government Technology
reserves the right to edit
submissions for length.

A N

6

A W A R D - W I N N I N G

technology renewal is tremendous. Our
research shows that half of all critical IT
systems used by health and human services
agencies are outdated and in need of
upgrading. The estimated price tag on that
work is nearly $5 billion. Shoring up the
nation’s crumbling infrastructure presents

Now is a great time
for CIOs to sharpen their
powers of persuasion.
an even bigger challenge. It’ll take an estimated $2 trillion to perform needed repairs
and add critical technologies like smart
transportation systems, data and asset
management, video and mobility. And
those are just a few of the examples.
Along with making the case for new technologies, it’s clear that IT leaders also must
continue championing procurement reform.
In too many places, IT procurement is too slow
and too restrictive. “Procurement is hell. I think
we all recognize that,” said Massachusetts CIO
John Letchford, one of the conference speakers.
For new IT budget dollars to be spent effectively, the purchasing process needs to promote
innovation and competition and deliver new
solutions quickly.
So, there you go: an opportunity wrapped
in a couple of challenges. Are you ready to
tell your story?

P U B L I C A T I O N
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govtech.com/extra:

reader/comments:

Updates from Government Technology’s daily online news service.

“

The New Civic Duty
Touted as the country’s ﬁrst municipal program of its kind, New York City launched
Code Corps, an initiative that enlists volunteer techies to help city government with
emergency and disaster recovery needs. The program engages vetted volunteer
technologists — data scientists, developers and designers — from nonproﬁt and
private-sector organizations who partner with city representatives to develop strategic
projects that serve civic needs, such as Web and mobile applications and emergencyrelated information maps.

80
MILLION

$

Hologram in response to NTIA Updates
National Broadband Map

The estimated cost
to build an earthquake
early warning system
in California.

A (Good) Reason to Text

TOP-TWEETED STORIES
10 Ways that Design
Thinking Can Save
Government

There’s more to accessibility
than having wires, cables or satellites
connecting an area. ... Many people
can’t afford Internet connections due
to their prohibitive monthly connection costs. Even dial-up requires a
phone line that can be too expensive
for many families and individuals.
The costs of quality connections
need to come down signiﬁcantly so
more people can access the Internet
at home instead of having to use a
library, Internet cafe or other public
location to go online.

120tweets

Will the Chief Innovation Officer Transform
Government?
DIY Government

116 tweets

110 tweets

Chicago announced new features that are accessible by texting the city’s 311 system. The functionality
builds on the existing SMS system, ChiTEXT, a component of Chicago’s Open311 system, letting users
complete most 311 reports solely via text messages.
Enhancing ChiTEXT’s functionality was free to
the city, said CTO John Tolva. SMS features were
already provided by the city’s back-end customer
service system vendor, Motorola. “The difficulty
came in having to script out the questions,” he
said. When a user reports a pothole, for instance,
he gets a series of questions from the system
like: “Is the pothole near the curb line?” The challenge, said Tolva, was crafting succinct questions
that gather the needed information quickly.

WHO SAYS?
“We should be able to guide employees to smart use of social media
and not try to dictate to them.”
www.govtech.com/Do-Governments-Need-Personal-Social-Media-Policies.html

“

Google could make a major
impact by providing a timely, accurate
method for gathering instances of disease rather than just analytics. Public
health is more complex than just looking at historic data. Prevention and
then elimination are great objectives
for diseases that are reportable.

Clarese in response to Opinion: Can Google
Analytics Replace Public Health Workers?

“

You also must consider what’s
meant by the word ‘breach’ here. Every
computer system experiences users
who act outside of their scope of authority, hackers who get in farther than
they should, and systems that don’t
react as expected. It doesn’t always
translate into loss of user names, passwords and Social Security numbers.
But who could ever say their security
measures were never breached by
internal or external forces?
Matt in response to Are Data Breaches
Inevitable?

HOT OR NOT?

Alt Indy

Most read stories online:
California Kills $90 Million
Contract with SAP
4,919 VIEWS

Least read stories online:
Lawmakers Promote
a Free Internet
293 VIEWS

Google Plus Surges,
Boasting Higher Usage
than Twitter
2,148 VIEWS

Power Management
Software Helps Spokane,
Wash., Go Green
219 VIEWS

Facebook Graph Search
Announcement Inspires
IT Leaders
1,671 VIEWS

California Senator
Calls for Drone
Regulations
156 VIEWS

Indianapolis Mayor Greg Ballard
wants to convert every vehicle in
the city’s ﬂeet to run on alternative
fuels by 2025. The ﬁrst step is
replacing 500 city-owned sedans
with plug-in or hybrid vehicles,
then greening heavy equipment
like garbage trucks and ﬁre
engines, and finally
city police cruisers.

“

There are numerous examples
over the past few years where many
of our defense agencies’ allegedly
secure computer systems have been
hacked and penetrated. This extends
to banks and credit card companies.
We have a very serious issue here
that needs to be proactively addressed now, not tomorrow.

Harv Whitney in response to Why So Quiet on
the Cyberthreat?
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FOUR QUESTIONS

PAUL WILLIAMS

Ashley Z. Hand
Chief innovation officer, Kansas City, Mo.
Ashley Z. Hand was tapped in January by Kansas City, Mo., Mayor Sly James to be the city’s chief innovation officer. Before taking that
role, she was an associate at AECOM where she focused on private- and public-sector clients to adopt best management practices. Hand told
Government Technology her plans for gearing up for the new role as chief innovation officer.

1

What will be your role as Kansas City’s
new chief innovation officer? There has
actually been quite a bit of progress and
innovation to start within the city. What I can
do is help tie it together, create cross-departmental opportunities for collaboration, but
also communicate what we are doing. I’m
trying to help identify those places that we
would like to improve how to serve our community and help leverage that by coming up
with strategies and implementing projects
that will help us do that.

2

What are some of your priorities
right now for Kansas City? I think
looking at how we can engage our
community and what innovation and city
government really means will be helpful.

8

We have a rapidly evolving community that
is very entrepreneurial in its spirit. And if
we can have the city reﬂect what the community is doing, we’ll be in a really good
position to meet the needs of our citizens.

3

What types of technologies do you
hope to use in social engagement
with the community? Technology is a
very important tool in a tool kit of resources
that we can bring to push innovation, but I
don’t think innovation is necessarily limited
to technology. I think it will be a suite of
tools where technology will be an important
part, and we’ll leverage things like the Code
for America partnership, the Challenge
Cabinet [a group of young professionals
that will serve as a creative advisory panel

to the city], which the mayor is pulling together right now, among other resources to
make that happen.

4

How will the Google ﬁber project
impact Kansas City? There are lots
of creative thinkers out there who are
really looking forward to leveraging it on a
small scale and a large scale. I think there
are great ways of connecting our schools to
resources that they may not otherwise have
through technology. I think we’re going to
see new business ideas and connections
from Kansas City to the rest of the world as
a result of this technology coming here.

— Sarah Rich, Staff Writer
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A DATA CENTER THAT’S
EXPANDING BUT A
BUDGET THAT ISN’T.

SOLVED.
Do more with less. You get that seemingly impossible mission all the time. And so do we. With 20 years of
experience and products like NetApp data storage, we can help keep your data center in one optimized
piece. Contract, policy and purchasing requirements? Been there. Done it thousands of times before.
And happy to do it again.
Make your impossible possible at CDWG.com/datacenter

+
©2013 CDW Government LLC. CDW® , CDWtG ® and PEOPLE WHO GET IT™ are trademarks of CDW, LLC.
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BIG PICTURE

Beam me
up, NASA
The iconic Mona Lisa
painting recently took a trip
to the moon. As part of a
demonstration, NASA used
a laser beam to digitally
transport an image of the
Mona Lisa roughly 240,000
miles to a satellite in lunar
orbit. This was the ﬁrst test of
one-way laser communication
over a planetary distance.
The technique could one
day be used as a backup
for traditional radio
communication with satellites.
It also provides higher data
rates than present radio links.

10

WIKIPEDIA.ORG

To clean up transmission
errors introduced by the Earth’s
atmosphere (left), Goddard
scientists applied Reed-Solomon
error correction (right), which is
commonly used in CDs and DVDs.
Typical errors include missing
pixels (white) and false signals
(black). The white stripe indicates
a brief period when transmission
was paused.
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Better data.
Better decisions.
Better results.

Get a more complete picture of your
Medicaid enterprise.
Optum® government solutions can help transform your state’s data into useful information
and enable better decision-making for the long-term sustainability of your health programs.
Find how states are putting analytics and insights to work to improve care and
contain costs today. Download our new white paper “Embracing a New Data
Culture” and state case studies at www.optum.com/results.

Call: 800.765.6092
Email: innovate@optum.com
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C

Big
Data
Raises
Big
Questions
By Merrill Douglas

What keeps more governments from pursuing large-scale data analytics?
Concerns about working with multiple data formats, safeguarding
privacy, finding the right skill sets and funding the projects, to name a few.

12

April 2013 // www.govtech.com
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heaper storage and
more powerful analytic tools are making
big data an increasingly viable concept
for the public sector. Some police departments, for example, already mine highvolume, high-variety, high-velocity data
sources to support predictive policing.
Public officials also hope to deploy big
data in public health, education, corrections, infrastructure management, citizen
engagement and many other arenas.
Extracting knowledge from data stores
has become an essential function, said Rick
Davis, CIO at the Virginia Department of
Corrections (DOC). “We started accumulating all this data, and then people started
saying, ‘We’d like to report from this,’ or
‘We want to do some trend analysis.’”
Still, governments that want to harness
the power of big data face some serious
obstacles. One such challenge emerges
from the fact that governments collect and
store data in so many different formats.
“You could have completely unrelated systems that might not be able to
communicate or transmit data effectively
between them,” said Bernard Soriano,
deputy director of risk management at
the California Department of Motor
Vehicles (DMV). For instance, a project
might need to extract some data points
from a mainframe system and others
from a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

3/19/13 3:00 PM
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Bernard Soriano,
deputy director of risk
management at the
California Department
of Motor Vehicles,
says that agencies
must disclose whether
they’re planning to
use citizens’ data for
multiple purposes.
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B I G DATA R A I S E S B I G Q U E S T I O N S

And much of the information that
governments want to tap doesn’t even
reside in structured databases. Text documents, emails, photos, videos and posts
on social media sites all offer rich material
for analysis.
“If you want to integrate the data in the
right way — maybe through an in-memory
platform with real-time data — you need
to make sure the data can be useful,” said
Dante Ricci, a director at SAP, which
provides technologies for extracting data
from both structured and unstructured
sources. “It’s a much more manual effort if
you have to take data that’s not in standard format. That’s
a big problem.”
SAP and other
companies offer tools
to help customers
overcome that hurdle,
said Ricci. Alternatively, governments
could use application programming
interfaces to make
DANTE RICCI
data from numerous
sources available to users in standard
formats, he said.
A related challenge stems from the fact
that certain kinds of insights rely on data
that’s owned by multiple organizations.
Nancy Staisey, vice president of Smarter
Cities North America at IBM, points to
the value that the Memphis Police Department gained when it started integrating
weather data into its crime analytics system.

Among other things, the police learned
that thieves steal more cars when it rains.
To access data that they don’t own,
agencies might need to forge agreements
with other agencies or jurisdictions, or buy
data from commercial vendors. None of
that is necessarily difficult, Staisey said. But
leaders don’t always appreciate the value
to be gained by looking beyond one’s own
four walls. “This is an issue of culture and
orientation — a willingness of people across
an organization to combine and share their
data, and being aware that there is data
outside your organization that you may not
own, that can be very helpful,” she said.

State Your Purpose
The need to ensure security and
privacy poses challenges for all kinds
of government IT initiatives. Big data
projects raise even more issues because
they often employ personal data that
was gathered for an entirely different
purpose, said the DMV’s Soriano. “I have
collected it from you with the pretense
of doing something — let’s say, to verify
your existence within the Social Security Administration’s database,” he said.
“If I use that information for something
else — in some big data project — I’m not
sure I have the authority to do that.”
To cover this kind of scenario, governments must establish new policies, he
said. “But they need to be fully vetted,
and they need to be transparent, so
there is no sense of misuse or any type

of illusion about using the data in some
other fashion than it was intended.”
When a citizen gives data to an agency
for one purpose — like to apply for a
driver’s license — and the agency plans
to use that data for other purposes, that
agency must make some kind of disclosure, Soriano said. “That’s a problem for
most governments. There’s a purpose and
mission for an organization. The activities
that the organization conducts need to be
in line with that mission and purpose.”
The more data an agency collects and
stores, the more careful it must be about
who gains access to that data, said Davis.
The Virginia Department of Corrections (DOC) keeps that principle in mind
as it creates tools to let high-end business users pull reports from its data
stores without help from the IT department. “You want to be able to track
who’s doing what reporting,” he said.
The DOC has formed a governance
group that meets regularly to determine who may access data and for what
purposes. Those discussions cover physical access — as when someone makes a
backup — as well as the right to create
reports for various reasons, Davis said.

How Long is Too Long?
Agencies that create massive
data stores also grapple with how
long to retain information.
“We just retired one of the mainframe
systems that had data going back to the

ALONG WITH nuts-andbolts concerns such as
privacy and funding,
governments embarking on big data projects
might also face some
“softer” challenges.
According to Dante
Ricci, a director at SAP,
one of those concerns is
the need to make sure
that an agency pursues

14

analytics that produce
real-world beneﬁts.
Some projects focus
too much on “output”
and not enough on
“outcomes,” he said.
For example, Ricci
described a project that
looked at the ways in
which weather patterns
affected certain types of
road conditions. “They

Staisey, vice president, Smarter Cities
North America at IBM.
“We are still dealing
with a legacy culture,
where people weren’t
used to having a lot of
information. Many of
our strongest leaders
are excellent at making
decisions in situations
of limited information.”

didn’t use that data to
execute on a particular
program to make the
road conditions better.” Agencies should
avoid such “science
projects” in favor of
big data initiatives
that actually make a
difference, he said.
Another challenge
is cultural, said Nancy

Proponents of big
data have to persuade
those leaders that
decisions based on
evidence are better than
educated guesses, and
that analysis doesn’t
necessarily cause
delays, Staisey said.
“When we handle big
data efficiently, speed
can still be there.”

BOB RIVES

Output vs. Outcomes, Evidence vs. Your Gut
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Rick Davis, CIO of the
Virginia Department
of Corrections, says
governments grapple
with records retention
issues when it comes
to handling big data.
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B I G DATA R A I S E S B I G Q U E S T I O N S

mid-’70s,” said Davis. Even when organizations purge their archives, they often forget
about duplicate records stored in other locations. “Ultimately there is a cost to maintaining that data and storing it,” he said.
“It’s the multiple copies of data all over that
I think are going to get people into trouble.”
Agencies will need to make hard decisions about which data to keep, and for
how long, to support useful analytics,
Davis said. “There’s no reason that we have
data from somebody who may not even
be in this world now, from 40 years ago.”
In the days when governments kept most
records on paper, the need for retention
policies was obvious, Davis said. “You could
completely ﬁll warehouses with nothing
but old documents. There was a huge
expense to that.” It’s easier to ignore a glut
of electronic information, because people
don’t see that material, he said. “They just
want more and more storage space.”
People argue that storage is cheap and
getting cheaper, Davis said, but with terabytes of data all over the place, ultimately
there’s a cost. And taxpayers bear it.
“I think we have to have really strong
records retention policies that include
electronic data,” said Davis. “And then
organizations are going to have to invest
in technologies that will allow you to
strip data out of these relational database systems without having orphan
records, and then truly purge it.”
Government policies on data security,
privacy and retention often lag behind an
organization’s technology needs because
policy takes so long to change, said Ricci.
But the slow pace of policy evolution isn’t
entirely a bad thing. As stewards of public
information and taxpayer dollars, governments must move cautiously. “It’s OK
sometimes that the policy is behind the
technology, because the public sector has
to keep the citizen in mind ﬁrst,” he said.

Talent Gap
As governments wrestle with policy
decisions, they may also struggle to
ﬁnd employees with the know-how
to harvest insights from their data.
“I think there’s a dearth of qualiﬁed
talent,” said Usha Mohan, CIO of Jack-

16

sonville, Fla. Mohan was a co-founder of
to build out the data warehouses,” Davis
IxReveal, a company that develops softsaid. “But those resources come from
ware for conducting big data projects.
somewhere else in the organization. And
The tools that one needs to extract
those people aren’t always happy.”
business intelligence from complex
Finding extra money to do anything
collections of structured and unstrucis a challenge these days, said Mohan.
tured data are not widely known, Mohan
One key to unlocking ﬁnancial resources
said. Even among business intelligence
is to start by attacking small problems
professionals, few understand how to
and solving them quickly. “It’s about
work with text and video.
showing success, building
“We are projecting a very
credibility,” she said. “The
serious gap in the number
hard part is to show an ROI
of skilled people we have
for analytics. But it’s very
in the U.S. who are able to
important to show it.”
do advanced analytics in a
One effective way to
big data world,” said IBM’s
demonstrate the power of big
Staisey. According to the
data is simply to get started
U.S. Department of Labor,
with a project focused on
over a ﬁve-year period the
a single area, said Staisey.
need for such individuals
Good results make a persuawill grow by 20 percent, she
sive case with decisionUSHA MOHAN
said. There will be 120,000 to
makers. “They see the value,
190,000 fewer people available to do this
and they want to do more.”
kind of work than the nation requires.
IBM has worked with governments
“These are the people with the deep
— especially with cities — on big data
technical analytical skills,” Staisey said.
projects that have demonstrated very
“But they’re also projecting a gap of
powerful ROIs, Staisey said. One example
about 1.5 million in terms of managers
is South Bend, Ind., which installed
and decision-makers who undersensors in its water system to collect
stand how to integrate that kind of
data that helps the city avert potentially
information into their operations.”
hazardous overﬂows of wastewater.
Technology may offer a partial solution to
Based on insights gained in its big
the skills gap. “There are some tools on the
data project, the city reduced the number
market that do a fairly good job of bringing
of overﬂows from 27 to one per year,
together at least some level of unstructured
helping South Bend avoid penalties for
data with structured data,” Mohan said. Those
wastewater overﬂows, as well as how to
tools make analytics easier for people who
better store and distribute water, Staisey
don’t have speciﬁc training in that area. “I
said. “They’ve avoided $120 million in
think that’s the direction we need to go in if we
planned infrastructure improvements.”
really want to tackle big problems,” she said.
One piece of good ﬁnancial news for
Along with people who can extract
governments is that because they’ve
meaning from masses of data, governbeen slow to embrace big data, few of
ments need data analysts to apply quality
them have already invested in building
controls, making sure their systems are
data warehouses, said Mohan. So they’re
correctly capturing the data they need to
not locked into using older technoloanswer important questions, Davis said.
gies and can spend their dollars instead
on the latest-generation systems, such
as logical data warehouses. That will
give governments an advantage, she said.
Where’s the Funding?
“The newer processes and techniques
Of course, technology tools and
provide more user empowerment.”
talent cost money, and that’s a scarce
commodity in government these days.
“I’ve been really pleased and blessed
Contributing Writer Merrill Douglas is based in
that my organization has given us resources
upstate New York. mdouglas@stny.rr.com
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MAKING THE

CONNECTION
THE NATIONAL PUBLIC SAFETY BROADBAND
NETWORK MOVES FORWARD —
BUT HURDLES REMAIN.
B Y B R I A N H E AT O N | S E N I O R W R I T E R

THE LOGIC BEHIND creating a nationwide broadband network for
ﬁrst responders is simple. Deploy a high-speed wireless communications
system so that federal, state and local emergency response personnel
can share data, do their jobs more efficiently and save more lives in
the process.
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BOB LEVERONE

CHUCK ROBINSON
LEADS ONE OF
SEVEN PROJECTS
THAT WILL SERVE
AS TEST SITES FOR
THE NEW NATIONAL
NETWORK.
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MAKING THE CONNECTION

individual long-term evolution (LTE)
wireless public safety networks when
the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job
Creation Act of 2012 established FirstNet.
As a result, funding was partially
suspended by the NTIA, leaving the
localities in a holding pattern.
Now the regions have the green
light to continue — and with more than

“THE BOTTOM LINE IS THE POLICE
CHIEF, SHERIFF, IT DIRECTORS AND
CIOs HAVE TO LOOK AT THIS AND SAY,
‘IT’S GOOD VALUE AND I HAVE TO HAVE IT.’
OTHERWISE WE WILL HAVE FAILED
OUR PRINCIPAL MISSION.”
Despite the challenges, the First
Responder Network Authority (FirstNet)
— an independent authority within
the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA)
that was established last year to help
make the national broadband network
a reality — is making progress.
Seven regional wireless connectivity
projects will serve as preliminary test sites.
The hope is that once online, the sites will
provide lessons learned and deployment data
for future construction of a national model.
The sites, located in Adams County,
Colo.; Charlotte, N.C.; the state of Mississippi; Los Angeles; the San Francisco
Bay Area; northern New Jersey; and
Albuquerque and Santa Fe, N.M., will
negotiate and sign separate lease agreements with FirstNet to use the 700 MHz
spectrum for broadband communications. The NTIA will give ﬁnal approval.
The seven sites were chosen
because they are all recipients of
2010 Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP) grants.
The regions were in the midst of
engineering and constructing their own

20

$7 billion in federal grant funding to get
the national network up and running.
Jeff Johnson, a FirstNet board member
and CEO of the Western Fire Chiefs
Association, said the authority has spent
the last several months building itself
from the ground up. Johnson called
FirstNet a “ﬂedgling start-up entity” with
all of the tasks associated with getting
started in business — creating a system to
manage its ﬁnancials, hiring employees
and other basic responsibilities.
“I liken it to being an incident
commander, and you got to the ﬁre
before the ﬁre apparatus,” Johnson said.
“Everyone has an expectation that you
are going to get out and do something
… but the reality is, if you stay there and
focus on your command priorities and
plan the attack, it’s going to be more
effective. And that’s what we’re doing.”
One of the ﬁrst steps was to appoint
15 members to the board of directors,
which will ultimately make the decisions about how operations will run.
So far, 12 of the 15 members are in place,
including Chairman Sam Ginn, a telecommunications executive and pioneer

in the cellular telephone industry. Acting
U.S. Commerce Secretary Rebecca Blank
appointed the group, which comprises
telecommunications and policy leaders
from both the public and private sectors.
In its ﬁrst two meetings last year,
FirstNet adopted bylaws and a number
of resolutions to enable the board to
begin its work. One of those key moves
was establishing a public safety advisory committee (PSAC). Through a deal
with the Department of Homeland Security, FirstNet will share DHS’ SAFECOM
program, which works to improve
interoperable communications for the
Office of Emergency Communications.
Harlin McEwen, chairman of the
Communications and Technology
Committee for the International Association of Chiefs of Police, will serve as chair.

L

ast fall, Reynolds and other
members of the FirstNet board
met individually with BTOP
awardees to evaluate their progress and talk about how FirstNet might
be able to leverage their work. Those
meetings uncovered a few challenges.
For instance, there’s already a
mismatch in resiliency standards for
communication towers. North Carolina’s standard includes the ability to
withstand seismic and ice impacts and
winds up to 150 mph. But most of the
towers in use by commercial wireless
companies today are in the 75-120 mph
wind load range, Reynolds reported to
the FirstNet board last December.
Retroﬁtting those commercial towers
could be costly, and government funding
can’t be used unless the government has a
security interest in the tower, he reported.
Local officials say there are other practical hurdles for FirstNet to overcome
as well. Chief among those concerns is
establishing a business model for FirstNet,
according to Charles “Chuck” Robinson,
director of shared services for Charlotte, N.C.
It’s still unknown whether the national
broadband network will be operated
by one speciﬁc vendor, or if FirstNet
will want states or regional entities to
go through an RFP process. With one
private carrier, FirstNet could face stiff

DAVID KIDD

But establishing robust wireless connectivity across every square meter of the
United States’ diverse terrain is a lofty goal
for even the most seasoned team of network
engineers. Mountains and other natural
interference can wreak havoc on even the
strongest commercial cellular signals. And
that doesn’t even address the potential
for political bureaucracy and red tape.
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MAKING THE CONNECTION

FORMER UTAH CIO HEADS
NEW COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE

competition from public safety agency
customers because agencies aren’t required
to subscribe to the national network. If
the cost for jumping to the service is too
high, local entities might not have the
ﬁnancial ability or motivation to move.
FirstNet’s goal is to produce a
product that ﬁrst responders need
and want at a price that is at or below
what agencies currently pay.
“That’s a challenge that we openly
and willingly embrace,” Johnson said.
“I have every conﬁdence we’ll do just
that. The bottom line is the police chief,
sheriff, IT directors and CIOs have to
look at this and say, ‘It’s good value and
I have to have it.’ Otherwise we will
have failed our principal mission.”
Unfortunate timing with equipment replacement cycles may also prove
challenging. Many agencies upgraded
to 3G mobile access routers and other
equipment when that standard became
mature, Robinson said. That equipment is nearing the end of its life cycle
and public safety agencies in Charlotte
and elsewhere are ready to upgrade
to 4G equipment. But mobile routers
currently on the market do not include
Band 14 — the frequency band the nationwide network eventually will use.

As states and localities begin the task
of creating the Nationwide Public Safety
Broadband Network, they’ll be getting
some help from a familiar face. Former
Utah CIO Steve Fletcher was chosen
late last year to lead the NTIA’s newly
created Office of Public Safety Communications (OPSC).
The OPSC is overseeing the state
and local public safety grant program
established by the Middle Class Tax
Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012.
The program offers more than $120
million to states for network planning
and preparation. The OPSC expects to
award the grants in July. The office will
also assist FirstNet with procurement
and other activities.
Fletcher was named associate administrator of the OPSC in November. In an
email interview with Government Technology, he said that he’s followed the
activities of the public safety community
for years and was excited to see legislation passed to establish FirstNet.
“I am intrigued by
the idea that this will
be a start-up venture
under the umbrella
of government,”
Fletcher wrote. “It is a
big, complex project
— a nationwide project — and this is very
appealing to me. This
project will also allow
me to continue to
interact with all of the
state and local relationships I have built
up over the years.”

FORMER UTAH CIO
STEVE FLETCHER LEADS
THE NTIA OFFICE THAT
DISTRIBUTES FIRSTNET
PLANNING GRANTS.

his new role. He served as CIO both for
Utah and the U.S. Department of Education, developing knowledge about the
procurement and grant-making process.
He was responsible for the communications-related functions of Utah’s
statewide public safety network.
Appointed Utah’s CIO in 2005, Fletcher
led the state’s enterprisewide IT
consolidation and centralization. He
also is a past president of the National
Association of State Chief Information
Officers, and in 2008 was named one
of Government Technology’s Top 25
Doers, Dreamers and Drivers.
Fletcher resigned as CIO of Utah last
May, after a security breach in the Utah
Department of Health. The breach
was believed to have compromised
280,000 Social Security numbers
and the personal information of approximately 500,000 people, including names, addresses, birth dates
and some details contained in patient
health records.
Fletcher said he believes the experience is something he can apply to FirstNet as it comes to fruition. He felt the
biggest lesson learned from the Utah
data breach is that in projects of that
size — or in an emergency — it’s critical
to increase the level of communication
among stakeholders.
“The best way to do that is to plan for
it and build it from inception,” Fletcher
said. “So when an emergency happens
you will … be able to react to the problem rather than ﬁrst having to deﬁne
the process. This will be useful as the
network unfolds.”

Fletcher’s diverse
background should
lend itself nicely to
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MAKING THE CONNECTION

If Band 14 capability isn’t available
when agencies upgrade to 4G equipment,
it’ll be six to eight years before another
refresh, greatly delaying their ability to
use the new national network. Robinson
warned the FirstNet board last year that
the longer it takes for Band 14 equipment
to reach the market, the more potential customers the network will lose.
“You need to have those out there so that
when I go buy it, I’m buying a mobile access
router that has Band 14 in it, so when the
national network comes on the scene, all I
have to do is switch [bands],” Robinson said.
Preserving local management of public
safety communications is another big
issue for regional emergency personnel.
Local agencies should be able to
control some aspects of the network, said
Barry Fraser, interim general manager
of the Bay Area Regional Interoperable Communications System Authority
(BayRICS), a regional joint powers
authority that oversees BayWEB,
the San Francisco Bay Area’s public
safety broadband network project.
“We can’t rely on some nationwide
management control structure to do this
for us when we need to make real-time
decisions to respond to a disaster,” Fraser
said. “So, part of it, I think, is going to be
FirstNet providing assurances to the local
jurisdictions that they are going to be able to
have control over the network operation.”
Fraser added that local agencies probably wouldn’t be comfortable with the use
of commercial cell sites for public safety
communications because they often don’t
have backup power and reinforced struc-

ture to ensure the sites can withstand
earthquakes or other natural disasters.

early concerns and problems worked
out and we were ready to proceed, and
then we were told essentially to stop.”

B

efore FirstNet was created,
BTOP recipients were on a
three-year clock to develop
local public safety broadband networks using the grant funds.
Robinson hosted bi-weekly meetings
to discuss and help further plans.
Even though the funding was suspended,
the meetings resulted in progress toward
designing a base interoperability standard, so all the groups could eventually connect their systems nationally.
Charlotte partnered with AlcatelLucent, a global telecommunications
equipment company, and drew plans for a
39-site network design. The city expects to
have that network running in 18 months if
given the green light to continue, Reynolds told the FirstNet board in December.
Like Charlotte, the San Francisco
Bay Area was pretty far along with its
regional public safety network plans
when the federal government asked
it to stop spending BTOP grant funds.
BayRICS had worked out a master agreement with Motorola to establish a publicprivate partnership known as BayWEB,
and was set to begin construction.
But once the Middle Class Tax
Relief and Job Creation Act passed, the
federal government wanted BayRICS
to delay the project until FirstNet
decided on how it would to proceed.
“The timing couldn’t have been worse
for us,” Fraser said. “We had undertaken
some really incredible efforts to get our

F

irstNet took steps in February
to ﬁrm up its operational structure. The board gave Farrill the
ability to hire term and permanent employees, with the exception of
officer-level appointees, which still need
to be approved by the FirstNet board
of directors. Plans to hire a permanent
general manager are also in place.
FirstNet also is stepping up outreach
efforts to governors and leadership groups
and establishing a database of key national
and regional law enforcement, ﬁre and emergency personnel to market the national public
safety broadband network to potential users.
The network also will contain an
app catalog where responders can
download a number of trusted and prescreened mobile applications. Johnson
said a hackathon is being planned for the
second quarter of 2013 to inspire innovation in the developer community.
The NTIA will begin awarding planning grants to state and local jurisdictions
in July, said NTIA Associate Administrator Steve Fletcher, who heads the
administration’s Office of Public Safety
Communications. The grant program
is designed to help governments work
with FirstNet as they collect data on
assets and equipment that could be
used as part of the new network.

bheaton@govtech.com
twitter@govtechbrian

FirstNet BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Members with state or local government
background include Wellington Webb,
the former mayor of Denver; and Teri
Takai, CIO of the U.S. Defense Department and the former CIO of Michigan
and California.

Permanent board members include the
secretary of Homeland Security, the U.S.
attorney general and the director of the
Office of Management and Budget. The
other 11 members include Johnson; Chuck
Dowd, deputy chief of the New York City
Police Department; Paul Fitzgerald, sheriff
of Story County, Iowa; and Kevin McGinnis,
chief of North East Mobile Health Services.

22

Rounding out the board are Tim Bryan,
CEO of the National Rural Telecommu-

nications Cooperative; F. Craig Farrill, a
wireless telecommunications executive
and acting FirstNet general manager;
William Keever, a retired telecommunications executive; Ed Reynolds, a retired
telecommunications executive; and Susan
Swenson, a telecommunications and technology executive.
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RON HUGHES, DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY
SERVICES, CALIFORNIA
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What
Happened
After much hype
and anticipation
about the move to
IPv6, it seems to
have dropped off
the radar — but
that doesn’t mean
governments can
afford to ignore
the change.

?

toIPv6

One could feel the excitement building as June 6, 2012, approached.
This was to be World IPv6 Launch Day, the day the Internet Society
would replace the old IPv4 with a new, permanent Internet address
protocol. While heavy hitters like Bing, Facebook, Yahoo, Google,
Comcast and AT&T joined the parade, few others noticed the event.
How could that be? In 2011 and early 2012, the government world was
abuzz with concerns about the impending need for a new protocol. As
June 6 approached, “there was a feeling that we were going to be cut
off,” said Alan Shark, executive director of the Public Technology Institute,
a nonproﬁt that focuses on using IT to improve government services.
But the big day came and went quietly. “And when the hype evaporated, things just continued on,” Shark said. “We found out that the world
is still round. We did not fall off.”
With the world still turning, the sense of urgency has cooled — but
that doesn’t mean state governments are ignoring the issue. Some are
taking steps to migrate to the new protocol.
|

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

JESSICA MULHOLLAND

ADAM STONE
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W H AT H A P P E N E D TO I P V 6 ?

We will use IPv4 internally, but
we realize we are going to have to
deal with the rest of the world on
a different level.

Playing the Numbers
What exactly is the issue?
For a long time it seemed IPv4’s 4.3
billion available addresses would be ample
enough to identify any Internet-enabled
device that might come along. This
turned out not to be true: By 2011, virtually every IPv4 address had been assigned
for distribution by various world bodies.
Many of these numbers are still available, but no one is making any more.
The run on addresses was partly due
to the proliferation of devices — all the
phones, tablets, elevators, intercoms and
so on that have been plugging into the
Internet in recent years. As the replacement protocol, IPv6 promises to accommodate all these and more, bringing
to the scene 18 quintillion blocks of
18 quintillion possible addresses.
Once the IPv4s are gone, users will
begin receiving addresses in the new
protocol, and herein lies the problem
for governments and other organizations. There’s concern that if a body
does not upgrade its infrastructure to
accommodate IPv6, users with the new
addresses won’t be able to access public
websites running on the IPv4 protocol.
Delaware still has enough IPv4
addresses to meet immediate needs, but

that doesn’t make the problem go away.
“We have the capacity for the foreseeable future. We will still use IPv4 internally, but we realize we are going to have
to deal with the rest of the world on a
different level,” said William Hickox, chief
operating officer of the Delaware Department of Technology and Information.
During this transitional period, Hickox
is planning for a twofold system: IPv4
internally, and IPv6 for everything outside
the ﬁrewall. This will involve implementing translation mechanisms that can
navigate between the two protocols.
Without such a dual-capable system,
users could encounter roadblocks as
they try to navigate state websites. “The
challenge becomes, if you are reaching
out to someone who no longer supports
IPv4, you wouldn’t be able to reach the
person,” he said. “It’s not going to happen

UTAH BEGAN PLANNING
ITS IPV6 STRATEGY FIVE
YEARS AGO, SAYS
CTO DAVID FLETCHER.
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anytime soon, but we want to be prepared
in the event that gets to be the case.”

Early Lead
Some say they are already prepared.
Utah got a jump on the issue, with planners beginning to sort out their strategy
ﬁve years ago. It was the education sector
that got the ball rolling, as officials in
that arena realized that their IPv4 allotment from the American Registry for
Internet Numbers wouldn’t last forever.
Leaders from public and higher education sat down with state and local government representatives to chart a course.
The state still had hundreds of thousands of IPv4 addresses to use overall,
but some entities were starting to
run low. “Some of our school districts
and universities were getting close
to using up what they had been allocated,” said Utah CTO David Fletcher.
The move toward the new protocol
began with the development of new
policies. Planners took a full year to
determine how addresses would be
allocated and managed, including
management of the remaining IPv4
numbers. Given the vast supply of new
addresses under IPv6, Fletcher imagines these policies could govern state
actions for at least a century to come.
The rest of the conversion has been
more a matter of people than policies.
“You do have to be able to conﬁgure your
routers and address tables with these
larger addresses, but that’s not something that’s giving us a lot of concern,”
Fletcher said. “It is just about making
the time and putting together the people.
If you have good people in place, you
are going to be ahead of the game.”
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Getting
to IPv6

JESSICA MULHOLLAND

What should organizations do to prepare for
the transition to IPv6?
Here’s the lowdown from
the Internet Society, a
global body that guides
Internet policy, technology standards and
development.

Audit. Assess present
IPv6 capabilities and
readiness. Look at the
level of IPv6 technical
knowledge on hand and
make plans for staff
development and
training to support IPv6
implementation.

RON HUGHES SAYS
CALIFORNIA IS PHASING
IN IPV6 COMPATIBILITY.

Phasing In
In the California Office of Technology Services, Director Ron Hughes
considers himself well ahead of the game.
Over the past two to three years, every
scheduled equipment replacement has
led to a new IPv6-capable tool entering
the fold. All routers, for example, have
now tested IPv6 compliant. “We’re ready
to make the change,” Hughes said. (The
full implementation of IPv6 will come in
two to three years when the remaining
few hundred thousand IPv4 addresses
in Hughes’ office have been used.)
The change is inevitable, he said.
“It is becoming an issue because of the
use of mobile devices, as those become
more prevalent in the workplace.”
By taking a phased approach, timed
to coincide with an existing four- to
ﬁve-year refresh cycle, Hughes said he
incurred no extra costs in transitioning
his systems to IPv6-ready capacity. “If
you’re trying to do it in a hurry, there is
going to be a cost to replacing perfectly
good gear with gear that is IPv6 compliant.
We chose not to do it that way,” he said.
There may be other costs down the
road, such as training, upgrades to custom
software, documentation and administra-

tive expenses. But for Hughes, the only
major challenge to implementation has
been the sometimes time-consuming business of testing. “It’s not a seamless thing
where you put in IPv6 equipment and
suddenly you are up and running,” he said.

Prioritize. Which of
your services will lose
business if they are only
accessible to IPv4 users?
(Think front-end Web
server.) These should
become a priority for
IPv6 capability.
Clear a path.

Technical Hurdles
There undoubtedly will be growing
pains as IPv6 gains traction, said John
Curran, president and CEO of the
address distribution entity American
Registry for Internet Numbers. “The
Internet is growing with IPv6, and
that requires changes,” he said.
Take, for instance, a typical scenario
in which a provider sets up a bridge
using temporary IPv4 addresses in
order to allow IPv6-enabled visitors to
fully access a government’s IPv4-based
website. It works, in so far as granting
access, but the site’s operators lose crucial
transparency. With the “fake” address
located in the carrier’s hub, “now you
see all your customers coming from one
location in Virginia,” Curran said.
Such temporary-address schemes also
can muddle customer validation. The
system may legitimately validate one
customer, but that approval may open the

Identify obstacles to
enabling IPv6, including
any legacy systems
that can’t be upgraded.
Locate a solution such
as an application-level
proxy that can support
both IPv4 and IPv6.

Look ahead.
Do you have a key
system dependency
that is not IPv6 capable?
Plan upgrades to clear
this hurdle.

Shop. Ask vendors
about IPv6 support in
their current and future
releases. Also ask
your Internet service
provider about its plans
to support IPv6.
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W H AT H A P P E N E D TO I P V 6 ?

RICHARD JIMMERSON,
DIRECTOR OF DEPLOYMENT
AND OPERATIONALIZATION,
INTERNET SOCIETY

FLICKR/DIGITAL GOVERNMENT INSTITUTE

ﬂoodgates for others on the same temporary address. “Unless you are very careful,
you may ﬁnd out that when one person logs
into your application, you have now allowed
1,000 cellphones to log on,” Curran said.
Provider-deployed temporary addresses
aren’t the only way to bridge the gap
between users operating in the IPv6
world and a system still functioning in the
IPv4 paradigm. Another common solution lies in “dual stacking,” said Richard
Jimmerson, director of deployment
and operationalization at the Internet
Society. This involves creating essentially
redundant systems that can simultaneously accommodate either protocol.
For those looking to go this route, the
general idea is to take a phased approach
in which one ﬁrst enables TCP-IP protocol
stacks on core routers. Next come the
routers on the perimeter, followed by data
center routers and eventually desktopaccess routers. “You want to do it in stages,”
Jimmerson said. “You don’t go into your
entire network and replace the address

network communications that my citizens use and make those IPv6 capable.”
The alternative scenario: A citizen
cannot access government systems
for vital services or information. “You

We are moving into a world where
we are going to have a dual-stacked
Internet.
in every device. You maintain your IPv4
infrastructure, but you add access to IPv6.”
While dual stacking has been proven
successful, it has its hazards. Some have
noted, for example, that much VPN client
and server software is not yet ready to adapt
to IPv6. As a result, dual-stacked hosts
may be vulnerable to security breaches,
for example, through VPN traffic leaks.
Despite such hurdles, Jimmerson
predicted that dual stacking will be the
most popular solution for the foreseeable
future. “We are moving into the world
where we are going to have a dual-stacked
Internet,” he said. “If I was an agency inside
a state government, my priority would
be to at least take my primary forms of
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certainly don’t want to have that happen,”
Jimmerson said.
That’s one reason to make the switch:
user/provider incompatibility. Another more
basic driver is the simple fact of IPv4 running
dry. Together these were enough to raise a
hue and cry a couple of years ago. So why
have things gone so quiet? Whither the crisis?

Easing the Tension
Delaware’s Hickox sees a few reasons
for the echoing silence. In the ﬁrst
place, cloud computing and software as
a service (SaaS) are taking the pressure
off by reducing the number of devices
needed in government. “The industry is
going to SaaS-type solutions, and in the

SaaS model you are replacing internal
servers, internal infrastructure, with a
single address point,” he said. His department has begun signing SaaS contracts,
“and we are looking to have a lot more.”
In addition, Hickox noted that a seemingly endless recession also has taken the
heat off. “It is driven by economics. If you
have economies that are booming, businesses that are starting or businesses that
are growing, there will be an increased
need,” he said. Government too would
feel the pressure of economic expansion,
however, he said that hasn’t happened yet.
More to the point, the world keeps
turning, despite having nominally run out
of IPv4 addresses. The fact is that many of
the addresses already out there still have
not been put into use. There’s still a long
way to go before the last IPv4 address
has actually been assigned to a device.
As a result, the Internet still works;
devices still work. Government IT is
functioning as well as ever. “So people
feel like they still have time,” Jimmerson
said. “They are still hedging their bets
about when they have to do it.”

Adam Stone is a regular contributor to Government
Technology, Public CIO and Emergency Management
magazines. adam.stone@newsroom42.com
twitter@govtechnews
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Experiencing
analysis paralysis
when it comes
to big data?
Big data can be overwhelming, but it doesn’t
have to be. By leveraging data, governments
can yield insights that create dramatic cost
efficiencies, improve employee productivity
and constituent services, and even save lives.
How can your agency or jurisdiction take
advantage of the big data explosion?
Read our latest Special Report —
we’ll help you sift through all the big data
hype, evaluate your options and develop
a practical approach for participating
in the big data revolution.

To download a free copy, visit
www.govtech.com/2013Q1report
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PUBLIC SAFETY

according to Grant. In 2012, they processed
more than 123,700 calls.

TOM McKEITH

Inside the System

Innovative Integration
An integrated 311/911 call center streamlines citizen service
requests and emergency calls in Dyersburg, Tenn.

By Hilton Collins / Staff Writer

T

he technology behind a good call
center experience can bolster the
public’s opinion of city government,
says Mark Grant, 911 communications
manager of Dyersburg, Tenn. Grant says
efficient call-taking procedures allow his
staff to handle incoming calls more easily
and accurately.
Dyersburg’s call center ﬁelds customer
calls in an integrated 311 and 911 environment,
where both emergency and non-emergency
calls are answered by the same operators.
Different ring tones let operators quickly sort
emergency calls from less urgent requests.
The ability for citizens to dial one number
for everything simpliﬁes their interaction
with the city, and the ability for call takers to
easily prioritize calls makes the process less
stressful for both parties.

30

“You don’t have to worry about ﬂipping through a phone book. You can dial
311 and it doesn’t matter if it’s a non-emergency request for police or ﬁre, or if it’s an
emergency request or if your stop sign [is]
missing,” Grant said. “We can process that
call for you.”
The city of more than 17,000 implemented the system in 2010, and the operators
have noticed beneﬁts since then. According to Grant, there has been a decrease in
the number of non-emergency calls coming
through 911, even during disasters. At the
same time, 311 calls have increased, but
stress levels have remained low because
operators can manage calls more easily, even
when the volume is high.
Today, operators in the city’s 12-person
call center answer 99 percent of nonemergency calls in less than 20 seconds and
emergency calls in less than 10 seconds,

Dyersburg advertises 311 as the number
for citizens to dial to reach police, ﬁre and
other government agencies for non-emergency issues. When a citizen dials 311, that
call is routed to the same operators who
answer 911 calls. Staff members can tell the
difference between each call based on their
ring tone — 311 has a softer ring than 911. And
from an operational standpoint, a call taker
will put a non-emergency call on hold if he
or she receives an emergency call during an
answering session.
Operators use CRM software to log and
track non-emergency calls and the information associated with them. The operator can
type notes about the call directly into the
system while on the phone, essentially creating reports that are the basis for tracking
and resolving the citizen’s issue over time.
The online reports also increase accountability and data intelligence within Dyersburg’s community and the administration.
The operator can create a ticket for the
issue, which is crucial to report tracking and
future communication regarding the issue
in question.
“You get a ticket number assigned to your
complaint, and that’s emailed back to you in a
veriﬁcation,” Grant said. “We have the ability
to track all of the complaints by GIS mapping.”
The CRM software’s user interface lets an
operator create geocoded reports for future
reference. He or she clicks a “where” tab
on the computer screen, and the program
zooms in on an interactive map containing GIS layers. The operator moves a digital
pin dot onto a spot on the map to mark the
location of the caller’s incident and saves the
interaction. This generates a trouble ticket
that’s automatically sent to the city department responsible for ﬁxing the problem.
“It’s real time, and it starts a clock. If
that trouble ticket isn’t closed in four hours,
then it starts to re-email people,” said Keith
LeBeau, CEO of QScend, which makes the
QAlert CRM software used by Dyersburg.
“There are all kinds of service requests —
barking dogs, road kill, broken trees, trees
on wires, missing stop signs — the product
has an extensive knowledge base.”
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Citizens can also create trouble tickets
themselves on Dyersburg’s website, and the
system automatically routes the complaint
to the appropriate personnel to resolve the
issue. Someone from city government must
respond to the citizen within 48 hours with
the status of the complaint, Grant said. City
personnel also input data in the system
about what they’re doing to ﬁx the problem.
“If they don’t do it within a certain
time frame, that ticket is automatically
escalated and forwarded to that person’s
supervisor,” Grant said. “And if that person’s
supervisor drops the ball, it’s automatically
forwarded to the mayor’s office. The mayor
can say, ‘Hey, wait a minute. Last week, Joe
Blow talked about this pothole, and you
haven’t responded to him. Have you ﬁxed it?’”
The technology also helps Dyersburg ﬁx
issues and answer citizens’ questions more
conveniently. According to LeBeau, QAlert
prompts city personnel and those in other
customer organizations to write detailed
articles about internal procedures that de32

partments use to speed up the call-taking
and resolution process. Utility employees,
for example, are asked about the procedures
they follow to ﬁx certain problems. Once
these routine actions are recorded, operators can refer to them and answer citizen
calls accordingly.
“When they get this call, somebody
might ask them, ‘What department do I
have to go to to get a permit to burn brush
after this storm?’” LeBeau said. In this case,
the operator would use the knowledge base
to answer the caller’s question. “They don’t
have to create a service request, but they
have, at that point, logged the call.”
In addition, citizens can browse the
knowledge base online, sparing them the
need to dial the call center for information
about city services and rules. Someone can
search topics related to a particular issue,
like the housing and neighborhood category,
and learn the rules for storing junk and debris outside a home and what number to call
to ﬁle a complaint.

The Future of Call Centers
Dyersburg merged the 311 and 911 numbers
to divert the ﬂow of non-emergency calls to
911 operators. In 2007, city employees began
comparing the call volume with the types of
calls received and released an RFP in 2009 for
citizen service request management software.
Dyersburg bought QAlert for roughly $30,000.
Although the integrated call center
works well for the city, Grant is unsure if the
practice of melding the two numbers will
catch on nationwide. “I think, if you talked
to a lot of 911 directors about implementing
this service in a call center, they would balk
[at it] because they would have a perception
that they can’t handle it,” he said.
But Grant thinks that cities will warm to
the possibility if they assess their current
capabilities and needs.
“If cities do a really good job of promoting the 311 call center, they get a reduction in
911 calls,” LeBeau said.
hcollins@govtech.com
twitter@hiltoncollins
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CASE STUDY

FLICKR/ MATHEW URSUA

The Hawaii Integrated
Justice Information Sharing
project operates under the
motto “Pupukahi i Holomua,” which translates to
“unite in order to progress.”

Uniting for Progress

Years in the Making

Post-9/11, common justice-related data standards let states use
open source software to effectively collaborate across agencies.
By Noelle Knell / Assistant Web Editor

A

multistate criminal justice group
is using open source software to
develop plug-and-play solutions
for functions like incident reporting, searching criminal histories and single sign-on.
The newly formed Open Justice Broker
Consortium (OJBC) — dedicated to
collaborating on open source, justice-related
information sharing — includes Hawaii,
Maine and Vermont. The group is using
a shared Apache platform and toolkit to
develop open source solutions for common
criminal justice functions that can be
quickly deployed by public safety agencies.
The group’s effort is the latest in a
post-9/11 push to shore up public safety

34

communication and information sharing
capabilities. The OJBC is an offshoot of
SEARCH, The National Consortium for
Justice Information and Statistics.
Standard-setting work funded by the
U.S. Department of Justice, along with the
maturation of service oriented architecture and identity management technologies
has laid important groundwork for better
collaboration among public safety agencies,
according to SEARCH Executive Director
Scott Came.
Those efforts are sparking interest in
open source solutions. “As those standards
matured, we saw efforts around the country
to implement them,” Came said. “We saw a
lot of commonality in what they were doing,
and a lot of potential for reuse.”

Hawaii is leading the way on the
ambitious OJBC project, which is already
yielding some impressive results.
The Hawaii Integrated Justice Information Sharing (HIJIS) project operates
under the motto “Pupukahi i Holomua,”
which translated into English means
“unite in order to progress.” The project
seeks to enable information sharing among
numerous agencies at all levels of government in order to improve public safety and
strengthen homeland security.
Led by the state Attorney General’s
office, HIJIS recognizes that while the
goals of agencies operating in juvenile
justice, missing children, criminal prosecution and human services, for example, may
be different, there’s actually quite a lot of
overlap in the kind of information they use.
Partners collaborating under the umbrella
of HIJIS include state, local and federal law
enforcement groups, military, health, corrections, courts, motor vehicles and more.
In order to stitch together data from
these various entities, state officials
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According to Sato, several agencies are
currently working on data standards
that will allow them to participate in the
system. Officials expect to launch the query
portal at the end of 2013’s ﬁrst quarter.
Among the other projects in progress is
a searchable, statewide portal for ﬁrearms
registration. Authorized staff who seek
ﬁrearm information will be able to use the
system to get comprehensive information
from the case management system. On the
civil side, the state also hopes to implement an applicant-tracking
system that would monitor
applicants for government
WITH FUNDING FROM BOTH FEDERAL
jobs, prompting a notiﬁAND STATE COFFERS DECLINING, WE HAD
cation if an applicant is
TO LOOK FOR PARTNERSHIPS AND THE
ABILITY TO USE OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE. arrested. For this system,
Hawaii hopes to take
advantage of work done
in Maine to share incident reporting data
“We wouldn’t have to take third-party
across agencies.
commercial software and try to revamp
Liane Moriyama, a criminal justice
that for government,” Sato said about the
administrator for Hawaii who serves as a
decision to pursue open tools. “This would
SEARCH delegate, said the open source
be something that would be developed
solutions being used are a key element to
with government and law enforcement
the quick pace of progress, and have become
speciﬁcally in mind.”
necessary because traditional methods of
Hawaii officials wanted to make sure
software development are hard to ﬁnance.
that the solution would serve not only the
“With funding from both federal and
justice and law enforcement sectors, but
state coffers declining, we had to look for
also related ﬁelds like transportation and
partnerships and the ability to use open
health. With high-level representatives
source software,” Moriyama said. “We
on board from across the state, and with
really had to change the way we traditionthe support of SEARCH, HIJIS worked
ally thought of developing systems.”
on establishing its organizational structure, signing and updating memorandums
of understanding in 2011 and 2012. Two
Power in Numbers
years ago, the state appointed its ﬁrst CIO,
SEARCH’s Came emphasized that
Sonny Bhagowalia, who is now a member
progress on common open standards
of the HIJIS executive committee — and
also has enabled the OJBC’s usage of
an enthusiastic program supporter.
open source tools. “There’s really not
The ﬁrst HIJIS project to go live was a
a whole lot of difference between incisubscription notiﬁcation service, whereby
dent reports from Hawaii to Maine to
probation and parole officers in the state
Vermont to Florida to Alaska,” he said.
receive an automatic email notiﬁcation
“Recognizing that, we can reuse those
if their client is arrested. This automated
integration components even if a prossystem, which launched in September 2012,
ecution case management system vendor
replaced the manual notiﬁcation system that
is different from state to state; there’s
came before it. Maine is adapting Hawaii’s
still a lot of reuse you can get there.”
work to implement a similar notiﬁcation
While success stories about open source
system — a beginning step in the Open
use in the public sector are becoming more
Justice Broker Consortium collaboration.
common, governments continue to struggle
Next on Hawaii’s agenda is standing up
with staffing given the complexity of techa federated query, in which every HIJIS
nical capabilities needed to implement
partner agency will contribute inforcommon standards and integrate these solumation to a shared, searchable portal.
tions into an organization’s IT environment.
initially considered a proprietary software solution, explained Clay Sato, data
processing systems manager of the Hawaii
Criminal Justice Data Center. But the
project’s scope quickly drove the price
beyond the budget. A single sign-on
system for only 250 users could easily cost
$30,000 in software alone, Sato said.
SEARCH officials proposed working
through the OJBC using an open source solution that incorporated open justice standards
that were already catching on in Hawaii.

Recruiting staff with these highly specialized skills can be a tough sell budget-wise
too, Came said.
The shared services model utilized by
the OJBC, where technical expertise and
staffing is shared as needed, is a solution
that’s making the option viable for the
participating states. The cost for accessing
the consortium’s resources is $85,000 in
yearly dues, “currently comparable to typical
annual maintenance fees for proprietary/
commercial enterprise service bus platforms,” according to the OJBC’s website.
Membership comes with the added beneﬁt
of components that conform to existing
standards that govern sharing of criminal
justice data — functionality not typically
included in an open source solution.
The OJBC members, through a board
of directors, set priorities for staff. At the
same time, each member is free to work
on projects of their choice. The idea is that
if a member ﬁnishes a new information
exchange component, that product is added
back into the consortium’s open platform,
where other members can further modify
it for their own use.

JESSICA MULHOLLAND

SONNY BHAGOWALIA,
CIO OF HAWAII, IS A
PROPONENT OF HIJIS.

Came expects 2013 to be a year of
growth for the OJBC. Several other states
have expressed interest in becoming part
of the consortium.
“I just think it’s really important for
state and local governments to look for
opportunities like this to share services
|and capabilities,” Came said. “It’s the
only way we’re going to be able to move
forward and do the things that our citizens
are expecting.”
nknell@govtech.com
twitter@govtechnoelle
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CASE STUDY

For the
Record
Technology helps Rep.
Paul Ryan’s home county
respond to election-driven
FOIA requests.

By Dave Fidlin / Contributing Writer

L

ast year, as word got out about
Rep. Paul Ryan running alongside
then-presidential candidate Mitt
Romney, the clerk’s office in Ryan’s home
county, Rock County, Wis., began ﬁelding
a variety of open records requests.
When he was officially named
Romney’s running mate in August,
an inﬂux of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests funneled
into the department, right up
until the presidential election.
“A lot of the requests focused on
his voting records, and that was fairly
easy to pull up,” said Rock County
Clerk Lori Stottler. “His mother lives
in Florida, so there was also some
interest in seeing if she was registered
to vote there and in Wisconsin.”
Under FOIA, anyone has the right
to access federal agency records, unless
there’s a protection from
public disclosure.
For the most part, Stottler
said operations within her
office remained status quo.
The fact that Stottler
The number
and her two-person staff
of years
responded to most of the
since the
FOIA requests within days
federal
of ﬁling is notable when
government
other agencies nationwide
adopted
can take much longer.
FOIA.

FOIA requests for
Rep. Paul Ryan of
Janesville, Wis., were
streamlined because
of digitization and
strong organization.

47

Technology’s Role
Since being elected county clerk six
years ago, Stottler said she adopted a

36

policy of sorting and storing many of the
county’s records digitally — a scenario
that lets her and her staff quickly recall
information as FOIA requests come in.
“I’m an organization nut, and
technology is an amazing tool in
that regard,” she said. “It allows us
to expedite things around here.”
For example, a FOIA request on voting
records had once required the Rock

County Clerk’s office to research hard
copies of paper poll books. The process
has been streamlined through the use of
spreadsheets and an electronic conversion of old hard copies from years past.
“We used to charge 20 cents per
copy from the paper poll books, but
the efficient use of data has allowed
us to share that same information at a
more reasonable cost,” Stottler said.
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Most of Rock County is unincorporated.
Throughout its more than 700 square
miles, six cities fall within all or part of
the county, in addition to three incorporated villages. The rest of the county
comprises 20 unincorporated townships.
Ryan lives in Janesville, a mid-sized
community in south central Wisconsin.
Janesville is the largest community
and the official seat of Rock County.
Stottler is trying to spread her digital-ﬁrst
philosophy to municipal clerks throughout
the county — a scenario that would be
particularly helpful on election nights.
“The ballot-counting process can
really bog down our office,” she said. “In
today’s world, there are efficient ways
we can do things, but I have [municipal] clerks around here who still store
some of their records at their homes.”
In a state as politically charged as
Wisconsin, Stottler said her office became
well versed in FOIA requests in 2012. An
unsuccessful attempt to recall Republican
Gov. Scott Walker and Lt. Gov. Rebecca
Kleeﬁsch in early June resulted in citizen
groups requesting assorted information,
including the election results themselves.
Stottler said she’s using technology
in ways beyond FOIA requests. She and
her staff aim to harness technology in
whatever form possible to ensure government is transparent and also efficient.
Stottler has been digitizing the
county’s extensive records depository going back to its origins in 1836.
Ultimately Stottler wants to digitize all
of the data and make it available through

FOIA AND THE FEDS:
States aren’t the only governing
entities with FOIA laws. The
federal government ﬁrst adopted
a FOIA policy in 1966, and it took
effect in 1967.
At the federal level, FOIA
regulations and guidelines are a
bit more complex and require the
ﬁler to determine which of the 29
federal agencies the request falls
within. Comprehensive information is available at www.foia.gov.

Differences in FOIA Requests by State:
While each state has some form of a FOIA law on its books, stipulations vary widely from
one to the next when it comes to ﬁling requests at the state, county and municipal level.
These states don’t have a statutory requirement for a time limit in ﬁling FOIA requests:

Montana
Nevada
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Alabama
Arizona
Delaware
Florida
Minnesota

Oklahoma
Oregon
South Dakota
Wisconsin
Wyoming

The other 35 states have language dictating when a FOIA request must be furnished,
denied or extended. In the case of the latter, a
reason needs to be furnished for the extension
in most states.

the county’s document management
system. “I think this would be beneﬁcial for
people looking up genealogical information,” she said.
In terms of the county’s modern-day
operations, Stottler said all meetings,
minutes and corresponding ordinances
and resolutions are placed on the official
website. When applicable, social media also
is used to make important announcements.

Wisconsin’s Philosophy
Response times and requirements vary
by state based on language in particular
statutes. Also, internal protocol, coupled
with a request’s nature, could mean
it’s fulﬁlled in a few days — or years.
The ease in ﬁling FOIA requests linked
to Ryan could, perhaps, be traced to
Wisconsin’s long history in setting policies aimed at open, transparent government. Wisconsin was the ﬁrst state to have
some form of FOIA law on its books, doing
so not long after incorporating in 1848.
Many states had no formal FOIA
laws until the aftermath of the Watergate scandal in the 1970s.
Today, Wisconsin has two distinct laws
dealing with FOIA: one on open meetings and another on open records.
Stottler said her goal is to handle all
requests in a timely manner. Wisconsin
is one of 15 states that don’t prescribe a
speciﬁc time limit to respond to FOIA

requests, though statutes do speak to
ﬁlling the requests “expeditiously.”
“Our philosophy is to deal with any
requests as they come in, and then get
back to work,” Stottler said. “We really
view it as a very small part of our job.”
While there are many variables, Stottler said her office responds to most FOIA
requests within a few days of the ﬁling
date. In more complex cases, a request
might need to be forwarded to the Government Accountability Board for interpretation. Redacting conﬁdential information
could also impede the process.
“It depends upon what exactly the
request is,” Stottler said. “I do discuss
issues with corporate counsel when necessary, but in general, I take more of an open
approach. It’s a balancing act, and I’m
the legal custodian of these records.”
For Stottler, the department policies are intertwined with her view of
how government should be run.
“I run this office as a place that belongs
to the people,” she said. “We have nothing
to hide, and we hide nothing. I really
think government needs to be accessible to citizens. Our whole mission
statement underlies that point.”

Dave Fidlin is a Milwaukee-based journalist and writer
who has covered issues in government, education
and society. dave.ﬁdlin@thinkpost.net
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product news

By Miriam Jones | Chief Copy Editor
Send product review ideas to mjones@govtech.com, twitter@mjonesgovtech

Optimal Phone
The LG Optimus L9 — available through T-Mobile —
uses the Android 4.0 platform (Ice Cream Sandwich)
and a powerful 1 GHz dual-core processor. The 4.5-inch
smartphone contains a 5-megapixel autofocus camera
with LED ﬂash and 1080p high-deﬁnition camcorder.
The phone takes panoramic shots and continuous
shots — multiple photos in a row. QuickMemo allows
users to capture any screen image, make notes with
a ﬁnger and easily share online, by text, email and
more. The Optimus L9 offers 4 GB internal memory and
supports a memory card up to 32 GB. www.lg.com

three small items

Smarter Scan

40 words each

Grizzly Labs’ Genius Scan allows Android, iPhone and Windows
Phone users to take smartphone photos and convert them to
PDFs. Documents such as receipts and handwritten notes can
be cropped and straightened, then saved or exported as PDFs
or JPGs to Dropbox, Evernote, Google Drive, SkyDrive and other
cloud locations. Genius Scan enhances black-and-white or color
photos. The company also makes Genius Fax, which faxes documents from smartphones. www.thegrizzlylabs.com

Mini Keyboard
The Logitech Ultrathin Keyboard mini iss a slim protective
keyboard cover for the iPad mini. The keyboard
eyboard offers
offers full-size
full size
keys for easy typing, saving the screen space for content.
The Bluetooth-enabled keyboard attaches
es securely
with powerful integrated magnets, and itss
slim aluminum cover matches the iPad mini
and brings durable protection to it with minimal
weight. It also doubles as a hands-free view
iew stand. The iPad
mini automatically wakes up when a userr opens the cover and
switches to standby when the user closes
es it. The keyboard
has a three-month battery life (based on usage of two
hours per day). www.logitech.com

For more product news, log on to explore Government Technology’s Product Source. govtech.com/products
38
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spectrum

WATCH SPECTRUM AT

www.govtech.com/spectrum

More research, more science, more technology.

Doodle in 3-D:

TERMITES ‘GUT’ IT:

Have you ever wished you could lift your pen
off the paper and see your drawing become a real
three-dimensional object? This is the premise
behind 3Doodler, a 3-D pen that works by extruding
heated plastic, which quickly cools and solidiﬁes
into a strong, stable structure, according to WobbleWorks LLC, which is working to bring the product
to market.

A termite has more than 4,500 species of bacteria (protists)
in its stomach. This breeding ground is chock full of genetic
information that could help with biofuel production. A university scientist studied 10,000 gene sequences of termites and
protists and found that termites have an enzyme that helps
break down lignin, a rigid material in plant cell walls that isn’t
easily broken down when making biofuels. This discovery
may help scientists to process biomass and extract sugars
during biofuel production. SOURCE: PURDUE UNIVERSITY

THE3DOODLER.COM

PURDUE UNIVERSITY

Meet Michael Scharf, the university
entomologist, whose gutsy research into the
symbiotic relationship between termites and
protists may improve biofuel production.

BIONIC EYE: Sci-ﬁ once again
becomes reality. The ﬁrst bionic eye
approved for U.S. patients will soon hit the
market. The FDA has approved the Argus
II Retinal Prosthesis System for patients
with retinitis pigmentosa, a degenerative
eye disease that damages the retina.
Argus II,
developed with
support from
the National
Science Foundation, wirelessly transmits
images from an
eye-glass-mounted camera to a microelectrode array implanted on a damaged
retina. The array sends electrical signals
via the optic nerve, and the brain interprets
a visual image. SOURCE/IMAGE: NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

On Pointt
Looking at needles puts
fear in many people — if
they’re not afraid to admit
it. Maybe it’s because 20
to 25 percent of needles
miss the vein on the first
try. Or maybe it’s because
2 million needle-stick
injuries are reported
each year.

To boost the accuracy rate
of blood drawing and IV
placement, as well as health
safety for practitioners, a
California start-up created
Veebot, a robotic machine
that helps practitioners stay
on point. The automated

venipuncture system gives
practitioners a real-time
viewing system, showing
accurate insertion points
on a patient’s forearm for
transfusions, intravenous
ﬂuids or injections.
SOURCE/IMAGE: VEEBOT.COM

Send Spectrum ideas to Managing Editor Karen Stewartson, kstewartson@govtech.com, twitter@karenstewartson
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GOV2020

By Steve Ressler

Reinventing Tech Services
What do baby monitors and home security have to do with government?

I

t may come as no surprise, but having
a baby has led to more purchases
recently. Energy begets energy or
spending begets more spending.
What’s been interesting about some of
the purchases is how they’ve integrated
new technology (cloud, mobile, video) in
a seamless way to make my life better.
It’s no longer about whether I have a 486
processor and you have a 386, or how many
gigahertz or pixels a piece of technology
has. But it’s about how technology
can provide a great experience and
truly make one’s life easier.
Here are four ways technology has
recently improved my life:

attempts at grocery lists over the years. The
paper list, the whiteboard on the refrigerator or my own to-do list on my iPhone. This
month we tried a new approach with the
Out of Milk app. It’s pretty slick as it syncs
across devices, so if my wife updates it, I
see it. Also, it integrates with users’ grocery
stores and shows them deals and coupons.
Bonus points to my Kindle books, which
sync across my Kindle, on my iPhone, etc.
How can government quickly sync across
devices so employees collecting data in
the ﬁeld can start inputting a case on
their phone and it syncs automatically
to their computer? Or how can photos
from a ﬁeld inspection be automatically synced to the desktop?

1 / Power of Mobile. I didn’t previously own a home security system, but
having a baby made me worry about this,
so I got hooked up with the latest security system from our cable company. What
I found fascinating was the power of
mobile: The security system has a mobile
app so I can arm and disarm it while I’m
walking in and out of the house, instead
of that annoying loud noise when I enter
or activate it. To me, that’s a small feature
but a huge win. What small wins can you
bring to government processes with the
power of mobile? My favorite
Steve Ressler
example is allowing customers
is the founder
to pay their parking meter
and president of
GovLoop, a social
remotely via a smartphone.
networking site
for government
officials to connect
and exchange
information.

42

3 / Video Saves the Day.
Remember when video cameras
were a big deal — large, complicated and expensive? We got a
video baby monitor, and I must
say it’s a huge difference. Yes,
a normal audio baby monitor
served folks well for years,
but simple video quickly
shows what that noise
means. Low-cost video is a
great way for government
to connect ﬁeld offices or
quickly connect an applicant
and adjudicator, for example.

new one. After sitting at Macy’s looking at
lame $30 scales, I made the plunge and got
a $100 Fitbit scale. What’s even cooler is the
tech ecosystem around it — a mobile app
and website track every weigh-in so you can
monitor your progress over time. The scale
has built-in Wi-Fi and tracks your weight,
BMI and fat loss. But what’s more interesting is its use of big data and analytics.
The Fitbit tracks your data over time, makes
suggestions on dieting and exercise, and
integrates with other apps so you can get
information about what food to eat, etc.
Government can use the same thinking
from providing data and analytics
on utilities use to insight on citizens’
Social Security and health beneﬁts.
The next object of my desire is a Nest
Learning Thermostat, so I can change the
room temperature on my cellphone at 3
a.m. when I wake up cold. That
makes my life better.
At its simplest, technology should be seamless
and make life easier. As
we explore user-centered
design, government should
be thinking about how
to make citizens’ lives
easier, providing a seamless experience to interact
with government.

4 / Data and Analytics.
Our scale ﬁnally gave in the
other day so it was time for a

2 / Syncing Across
Devices. We’ve had various
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MORE PRODUCTIVE CREWS
MAKE TAX DOLLARS WORK HARDER.
{P OWE RFUL A NSWE RS }

Technology that can help workforces operate smarter. With rising costs and reduced budgets, government organizations
need a way to operate more efﬁciently. The innovative minds at Verizon have teamed up with some of the smartest
companies around to create solutions that help maximize the productivity of mobile workforces. It starts with our Field
Force Management solution. Dispatchers use a Web-based application over the Verizon 4G LTE network to directly
route remote workers to the closest jobs. The result is a more efficient workflow and a smarter use of tax dollars.
Because the world’s biggest challenges deserve even bigger solutions.
Solutions for State and Local Government: verizon.com/statelocalgov

4G LTE is available in more than 450 markets in the U.S. Network details & coverage maps at vzw.com. © 2013 Verizon Wireless.
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INNOVATION #3,978

The New Printing Standard in California

Going green
in the Golden State.

Samsung ML-5012ND

Upgrade to Samsung printers to take advantage of the latest cost-saving features.
Save on Toner and Paper.
Sa

Low Cost per Page.

Mobile Print App.

Ju one touch of the ECO button customizes
Just
your printer output for more eﬃciency.
yo

Greater eﬃciency and toner
yields help lower costs.*

Scan from and print to any Samsung
printer on a Wi-Fi® network.

National IT in
integrator Western Blue, an NWN Corporation, is now serving the California public sector by providing our award-winning printer solutions. Join the other
key state agencies that are already taking advantage of our energy-eﬃcient products that help lower costs, maximize productivity and deliver incredible value.
The full line of printers that are part of this program come with smart solutions, such as built-in enhanced security, managed print services and Samsung’s Mobile
Print App, which allows for quick printing from a mobile device.
Find out just how easy it is to be part of this new printer standard in California. We look forward to meeting your needs today — and tomorrow.

For pricing contact Rick Cervantes: 1.800.660.0430 or sales@westernblue.com
For ordering: www.westernblue.com/printers

Be responsible with free toner recycling.
Learn more at samsung.com/starusCa.
© 2013 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. All rights reserved. Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. All products, logos and brand names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. *Vs. previous CA contract printers.
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